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Nicol - Fall Down
Misc Unsigned Bands

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
			     FALL DOWN - Nicol
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tabbed by: Kat

Tuning: Standard

Capo 2

This is a great song - buy it!
The lyrics are a bit dodgy(especially those marked (?)),
as are the chords for the bridge so any corrections are appreciated. 
Beginners can play Em, C, G, D instead of the variations. Enjoy!

D/F#: 200232

Em7			                 Cadd9
I understand(?) you re scared when you re on your own
	 G		        D/F#
and the saddest walls(?) you are not ur self
Em7			        Cadd9
you ll always have a place in my soul you know
	    G		           D/F#
But you ve got to grow, yeah you ve got to grow

Em7			 Cadd9
Everybody s  telling you different things
		 G
You know you ll never fly
	      D/F#
You know your wings are tied

 A		     Cadd9		   G
I... I know a better place where you never fall down
                D/F#    
where you never slow down        x2

Em7			    Cadd9
People always watch as your colours change
	 G
You are still the same
     D/F#
underneath your blue skin



Em7			  Cadd9
Wanna be in(?) heaven you close your eyes 
	 G		    D/F#
do you scream inside do you scream inside      

Em7			 Cadd9
Everybody s  telling you different things
		 G
You know you ll never fly
	      D/F#
You know your wings are tied

 A		     Cadd9		   G
I... I know a better place where you never fall down
                D/F#    
where you never slow down        x2

A				   Cadd9
I know you love it when you see me cry
				       G
you love to see the tears that fill my eyes
				               E?
I know you re better then this, I know you re better than this, better than this

A				   Cadd9
I know you like it when you see me cry
				       G
you like to see the tears that fill my eyes
				               D/F# 
I know you re better then this, I know you re better than this, better than this

(I like to pick this part)
Em7			 Cadd9
Everybody s  telling you different things
		 G
You know you ll never fly
	      D/F#
You know your wings are tied
(End picking)

 A		     Cadd9		   G
I... I know a better place where you never fall down
                D/F#    
where you never slow down        x2

A     Cadd9
Ahhhh
	    G
Never fall down



      D/F#
Ahhhh-ahhh          x2


